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Abstract. The Solid Protocol defines a document-oriented interface to
access Linked Data subject to usage control policies that define who can
read or write it. Common use cases with different read and write gran-
ularities cannot easily be supported with a one-to-one mapping from
http interface to a document-based storage system. We propose an in-
terpretation of the Solid Protocol with Derived Data Resources, which
are a server-side selection of data from different underlying resources.
This demo covers our implementation in the Community Solid Server,
detailing its more granular data control. Our implementation can guide
other proposals, and the evolution of the specification to support the
growing demand of Solid use cases with divergent read/write patterns.
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1 Introduction

The Solid ecosystem is a standards-based initiative to extend the application
range of rdf from Linked Open Data to the entire private–public data spec-
trum. The current Solid Protocol [1] presents the latest draft for an http in-
terface to rdf data under access control. At present, this interface—mirroring
general Web architecture—defines a document-based view into the rdf-based
knowledge graph hosted by a single server instance, also known as “pod”. Most
implementations conceptually implement this specification as a one-to-one map-
ping of http resources to documents in an underlying storage. For example,
the resources /a and /b would, under the hood, correspond to independent rdf
documents in a database or filesystem.

However, earlier research revealed that such a straightforward correspondence
incorrectly assumes use cases to exhibit a symmetry in read and write access
granularity [2]. For example, just because one application has write access to
a resource /bank-statements/2024/03/15/, this does not imply that the read
access is also organized by date; one app might only be allowed to read leisure

transactions across all bank statements. Such cases are highly common, but hard
to support in an exclusive one-to-one document mapping.

To this end, we propose an extended interpretation of the existing Solid
Protocol to support a virtual kind of resource, analogously to how the http
specification transparently supports the interpretation of resources as static files
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on a server or as dynamically generated resources by server-side technologies
such as php or Node.js. A Derived Data Resource can be defined as a selection
of data from other underlying resources, thereby allowing more granular server-
side permissioning beyond the document level.

2 Derived Data Resources

As support for use cases with read/write granularity mismatches [2], we extend
a Solid server to support Derived Data Resources. These are resources whose
contents are not written directly to the server by a client. Instead, their contents
are based by performing a query on one or more other resources on the server,
enabling an asymmetry in defining usage control policies. The query needs to
happen server-side for confidentiality reasons, as the client might have read ac-
cess to the query result, but not to the sources contributing to that result.

In this demo we showcase one way derived resources could be defined and
interpreted on a Solid server. To do this we have extended the Community Solid
Server [4], which is a Solid server designed specifically to be easily extensible
to support research such as this. The new component can be found at https:
//github.com/SolidLabResearch/derived-resources-component.

2.1 Defining a derived resource

To define a derived resource, our implementation requires 3 parameters:

– A template, defining the url template that needs to be matched.
– One or more selectors, which are the input resources.
– A filter, to pick the necessary parts from the input.

When a request is made to a derived resource, it goes through those three
steps to generate a response. The component has been designed so that any
of these parts can easily be replaced with a different implementation, so you
could define a new way to filter without having to change how selectors work,
for example.

Templates As template, the component expects a url. When this url is deref-
erenced, the result of the derived resource is returned.

Besides standard urls, there is also support for uri templates as defined
in rfc 6570 [3], such as http://localhost:3000/foo/{bar}, where a value
will be assigned to bar based on the contents of the actual url. These variable
mappings are then passed to the selectors and filter for reuse there.

Selectors Selectors are the urls of one or more rdf resources that already
exist on the server. The contents of all these resources will then be merged into
a single rdf store and passed to the filter.

https://github.com/SolidLabResearch/derived-resources-component
https://github.com/SolidLabResearch/derived-resources-component
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Instead of an exact url location of a selector, the selector can also contain a
pattern defined using * and ** wildcards, which follow a common path expansion
pattern1. All resources on the server that match this pattern will be used.

Filters To filter the selected data we make use of sparql construct queries,
executed over the rdf store generated in the previous step. The result of this
query is what is returned when a derived resource is being accessed.

To support the variables generated by matching a uri template, values can
be injected into the sparql query. To do this, the variable names should be
surrounded with two $. Using the example above, $bar$ would be replaced with
the actual value of the url.

2.2 Where to define a derived resource

Solid resources can have a description resource, also commonly called the meta-
data of a resource. We make use of this metadata to store the necessary infor-
mation that defines a derived resource, using a custom ontology.

3 Demonstration

The README2 details the instructions on how to run the demonstration. It in-
cludes a script to start a server with several pre-defined example resources.

@prefix derived: <urn:npm:solid:derived-resources:> .

<> derived:derivedResource [

derived:template "template/{var}";

derived:selector </selectors/data>;

derived:filter </filters/var>

].

Listing 1. Metadata defining a derived resource

Listing 1 shows a sample of the example metadata that defines such a derived
resource, which can be found at http://localhost:3000/.meta after starting
the demo server. There we can see all the fields that were discussed in Section 2.1.
The template is a string as the full url is determined by concatenating its
value to the url of the resource this metadata belongs to. The other fields
reference existing resources, where the selector contains the input data, and the
filter contains a sparql query to execute on that data. Combining all of the
above, after starting the server, we can access a derived resource by going to
http://localhost:3000/foaf:knows, which will result in an rdf dataset only
returning the foaf:knows triple. This is just one of the examples found in the
repository.

1 https://git-scm.com/docs/gitignore
2 https://github.com/SolidLabResearch/derived-resources-component/blob/

main/README.md

https://git-scm.com/docs/gitignore
https://github.com/SolidLabResearch/derived-resources-component/blob/main/README.md
https://github.com/SolidLabResearch/derived-resources-component/blob/main/README.md
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4 Conclusion

Our new components can help Solid specification writers and implementers by
showing how support for different read/write granularities could be implemented
without changes to the protocol. By allowing users to create resources that de-
pend on others, they can update their data in one place and still share different
parts of it in multiple different places. This way, they no longer have to duplicate
data to achieve the same goal.

Derived resources are defined through three different parts: the pattern de-
termines where to find the derived resource the selector determines the input
data, and the filter determines the query to perform on the input data.

While the component is an extension of the Community Solid Server, its
design allows for this component itself to be further extended for purposes of
research of specification design. For example, future work could examine the
impact of using reasoning as a filter instead of the current sparql proposal.

This demo exemplifies a solution direction within the current document-
based entry point of a Solid server. Other solutions include building different
entry points into the Protocol, such as query-based mechanisms to make data
selections of varying granularities [5]. Should the Solid Protocol evolve to have
such functionality built-in, this solution can thus serve as a comparison point
for evidence-based research into how the Solid protocol can best be modified to
support this functionality.
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